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BY
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1. Introduction. In 1909 and again in 1913 G. D. Birkhoff attempted to

reduce all homogeneous linear ordinary differential equations with single-valued

analytic coefficients to a certain canonical form, (see [1 and 2] at the end of this

paper). In 1953 F. R. Gantmacher [3] and again in 1959 P. Masani [4] pointed

out by means of counter-examples that Birkhoff's 1913 theorem (reference [2,

p. 136]) regarding the reduction to canonical form was false. Indeed both of

Birkhoff's papers are very sketchy and of dubious validity when the monodromic

matrix has multiple elementary divisors.

Our objective in this paper is to point out exactly where Birkhoff goes wrong

and to decide what his procedure really does prove when the monodromic matrix

has multiple elementary divisors. The author had hoped to push the analysis

still further and determine the degree of simplicity that one might obtain in the

canonical form when nonsingular transformations of various types are used in

making the reduction. He has however been able so far to make only two steps

in this direction, see Theorems III and IV. Much work remains to be done on

this problem.

2. A revised canonical form. To be more precise consider a linear matrix

differential equation

(1) JÄ. = x« A(X)X,

where X and A are square matrices with n rows and n columns; q is any integer

and the descending power series

(2) A = Aix)=     £ Ak/zk     (A#0)
k = 0

converges for t0^|t|:Sco. One would expect that equation (1) could be sim-

plified and standardized by means of a transformation of the type

(3) Z = B(T)y,
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where the n2 elements in matrix B are all analytic in some neighborhood of

infinity, Tq^Tj^ItI^co, and the determinant of B(co) is not zero.

Theorem I. There exists an integer s and a transformation of type (3)

with B(co) = /, where I is the identity matrix, which will convert equation (1)

into a canonical equation of the form

dY s

(4) ^H^l CjY/zJ,
ax j = 0

where C0, •••, Cs are appropriate constant square matrices.

The size of the integer s is a measure of the simplicity of this canonical form,

the smaller the s the simpler the equation. Birkhoff claimed [2] that in no case

would it be necessary to take s greater than (q + 1) if B were chosen properly.

However in Gantmacher's counter-example, where q = - 1, for instance, it

turns out that it is necessary to take s = 1.

The proof of Theorem I, which is about to be given, is based on

Theorem II. Let L(x) be a square matrix of functions single-valued and

analytic for t^ItJoo and such that the determinant of L does not vanish for

xx^\r\<<X). Then there exists a matrix B(x) of functions analytic at x = co,

reducing to the unit matrix I at oo, and a matrix N(x) of entire functions of

determinant nowhere zero in the finite complex x-plane, such that

L(x) = B(x)N(x)K(x),

where K is a suitable diagonal matrix

(5) K(x) = D{x*\x*\-,x*"}

and ax,---,an are integers.

The symbolism in (5), where D is followed by braces, is used throughout this

paper to indicate a diagonal matrix and the matrix elements on the main diagonal

are exhibited within the braces and listed in order as they appear running down

the main diagonal.

Birkhoff gives a valid proof of Theorem II in reference [5] and later points out,

(see [6]), that his proof of Theorem II is a special case of an important theorem

due to D. Hubert [7] and J. Plemelj [8].

From the basic existence theorem for equations of type (1) we infer there exists

a fundamental matrix solution X = Xf(x) of (1) with elements which are analytic

in some neighborhood of infinity; i.e., in x0 ^ t2 g | x | < oo. The elements

however are usually not single-valued functions of t.
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When Xf(x) is continued analytically once clockwise around a simple closed

circuit enclosing x = 0 and keeping 111 > x2, the solution Xf becomes equal to a

new fundamental solution

(6) fyr) = Xf(x)J,

where the Xf can be initially so chosen that the constant monodromic matrix J

will have the Jordan classical canonical form

(7) J = D{pyIy,---,pxIx; px + ylx+y + Ex+1,---,pßIß + Eß},

where the p's are the characteristic roots of J and are nonvanishing, since Xt is a

fundamental solution. The Iy, ••-,Iß are identity matrices of order nx,---,nß with

nx + ■■■ + nß = n and the Ex+X, —,Ef are square matrices of respective orders

na+1, ' " ', nß- Every element in a matrix Ex+x,---,Eßis zero, save for the 1 's running

down the first subdiagonal of each of these £-matrices. The reader will note the

notation introduced in (5) is being generalized to cover diagonal matrices with

elements which are themselves submatrices.

To take care of complicated monodromic matrices, it is convenient to introduce

the symbol T{ax,a2, ■■■,an} to denote a "triangular" or T-matrix, i.e., an n by n

square matrix with ax appearing in every position on the main diagonal, zeros

above the main diagonal, a2 appearing in every position on the first subdiagonal,

a3 in every position on the second subdiagonal, etc.

Consider a T-matrix

F(x,p,n) = xxT{l,y2(x,p,l),-,y„(x,p,l)}

of n rows and let yy(x,p,x)s 1. Then, writing p in its polar form p = re'e,

0 ^ 0 < 2 7t, r = | p | we take

(8) X = - (log p)/ 2si = - (fl - i log r)/2n

and set

íq\ t        ^     (-1V-1 'rV logz       (k-x\       ...    ,
(9) yj(x,p,x)= \.   ' ^+    -        ifj = 2,-,n.

0-1)'-   ,**,  2mp      \    p  J

Note especially, because of the presence of log x, that, when the independent

variable x varies continuously and makes a single clockwise circuit around

the origin x = 0, the matrix F(x,p,n) becomes equal to a new matrix

(10) F(T,p,n) = F(T,p,n)(p/ + £),

where / is the identity matrix of order n and £ = T{0,1,0, ••• ,0} is a T-matrix

of order n.

To see that (10) is correct one needs the identity
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(11) yJ(T,p,2)-7J.(T,p,l) = yJ-_1(T,p,l)/p       ij = 2,-,n)

and (11) follows at once from the fact that the left member of this identity can

be written in the form

f_iV_1    j~1 ( — \Y~2J~2

using the abbreviation

(12) b„ = {(log x)/2ni + h}/p,

and noting that b-y - b¡-2 = (1 —j)/p.

If one defines matrix L (t) by means of the formula

(13) Xfit) = L(t)M(t),

where

M(T) = D{T'71,-,T^/a;F(T,pa+1,na+1),--,F(T,p/),n/î)};

and X} = i-\ogpj)/2ni,ij = 1, •■•,/?), selecting for the logarithm the value in-

dicated in (8), then the matrix L will have all the properties of the matrix L in

Theorem II. This statement is true because M has been so constructed that when

the variable x makes a clockwise circuit once around the origin, the continuously

varying matrix M(t) becomes equal to M(t) = M(t)J. Hence using the notation

of Theorem II, the fundamental solution Xf takes the form

(14) Xfix) = B(t)N(t)K(t)M(t).

As suggested by Birkhoff, apply a transformation of type (3) to equation (1),

selecting for the B(t) in (3) the matrix B(t) in (14) and thus obtain a new equation

(15) "ï=C(T)y'

where

(16) C = t'B-MB-B-1-^.
dx

Observe that, since B has a convergent representation

B(t) = / +    f Bj/xj
j = i

when |t| is sufficiently large, it follows from (16) that C also has a convergent

representation
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(17) C(x) = xq I C/tj',
J-o

when | t | is sufficiently large.

Moreover one notes that equation (15) has a fundamental solution

Yf = N(x)K(x)M(x).

Hence also

(18) C=  ^/Y-i=^iV-1+iV^R-1iV-1+NK^M-1K-1iV-1.
or   ' dx dx dx

As regards the three terms on the right in (18), one observes first that both

dN/dx and N ~ 1 are matrices of entire functions of rand thus the product

(dN/dx) N~i is also a matrix of entire functions of x.

In view of (5)

dK      _ j -l^r i
—X     =t    D{ax,a2,---,a„}.

Therefore N(dK/dx)K~lN_1 is a matrix of entire functions divided by x.

If the £'s in (7) were missing, it would follow that

M = D{xx,Ix,---,xX/lIß} and R^M-1*-1 = D{lxIx, •••, XßIß}/x

and thus the last term of (18) would also be a matrix of entire functions divided

by t. In this event C(t) would be a matrix of entire funcions divided by x and,

as a consequence of this last fact and (17), it would be evident that the C in (15)

would have the structure exhibited in (4) with s = q + 1, as predicted by Birkhoff.

However, if the £ 's are present the evaluation of (dM/dx)M~1 is more involved

and the following result is needed:

(19) df(¿fn) = {G(P, n) + U}F(x, p, n)/x,

where the matrix

G(P,«)=T{0,-l,^,-^2,.,^i^)/2,Ip.

In order to verify (19) we remark first that the product of two T-matrices is

always a T-matrix. Equation (19) will follow at once if one can show that for

7 = 2, ••-,«

(20) ¿yjM_)=    ¿(-irVv+i(W)/27ripT(v-l)p'-2.
ax v = 2
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It is easy to verify (20) if j = 2. To proceed by induction, assume (20) is valid

as it stands and we wish to show that (20) is correct if in (20) the j is replaced by

j + 1. Since in an abbreviated notation, see (12),

(21) yj+i = -bj-yyj/j        ij = l,2,-,n-l)

it follows from the hypothesis for the induction that

àyj+i

dx

= -   [y,- +   Û- ir Vv+i{i>;-v + (v - D/p}/(v - l)pv-2]/27ripT/.

Hence by virtue of (21)

dyJ+1

dx
= - [y, + E < - i)v-x{(v -j - i)rj-,+2 + (v - i)y;-v+i/p}] /2nipxj

and, combining like terms, one obtains (20) with the j replaced by j + 1. Therefore

the induction is complete and we know (20) is valid for j — 2,---,n.

Thus (19) is substantiated and consequently

^F-1={A/4-G(p,n)}/t.

Applying this formula to each of the diagonal blocks, the much needed result

—M~1 = X~1D{XyIy,---,kJa;Xa+yIa+y,--,XßIß}

+ x-1D{0,-,0;Gipa+y,na+y),-,Gipß,nß)}

is procured.

Returning to (18) to select the appropriate s in (4) and remembering that (17)

still holds, it is clear the G's make complications and in general destroy the

correctness of Birkhoff's theorem [2, p. 136]. To be more precise rewrite K in

the form

K = D{Ky, ■■■,Ka; XI+1,   •,Xp},

where K¡ has a structure (5), assuming in (5) we have replaced al5...,anby an

appropriate set of integers an, ■••,«;,„,• The n¡ denotes the number of rows in the

matrix /¡ in (7), (i = 1, •■•,/?)• It is now evident the s in (4) is determined by the

lowest negative integral power of x, say x~s°, which appears in the nonzero

elements in the various matrix products

Kfiip^n/jKC1     ii = a + l,-,ß).

In other words the s in (4) equals q + 1 + s0.
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// by chance

(22) «n á «a á — á «t,»,   for i = a + l,—,ß,

one sees s0 = 0 and s = q 4-1, again making Birkhoff's analysis right, but not

otherwise. Since Theorem II gives no special information regarding the value

of the integers a1; ■•■,a„ in (5), it would appear that s0 might turn out to be almost

any integer. This discussion completes the proof of Theorem I and, as far as the

author can see, no sharpening of the result is possible if the analysis is based only

on Theorem II.

3. A more general type of reduction. It would appear that the minimal value

of s in (4), which is to be associated with a particular given equation of type (1),

can be determined in general only by an analysis that takes into account the more

detailed structure of the Ak matrices in (2). The author has a definite result in

this direction only in the case q = — 1. This result will be presented in §4.

For the time being, however, let us return to the point of view taken by Birkhoff

in his 1909 paper [1]. There an attempt was made to reduce an equation of type

(1) to form (4) with s = q 4- 1 by means of a more general type of transformation

(23) X = V(x)Y,

where V can be represented by a convergent series of the form

(24) K(t) = tp Ir}MFo/0,   0<r0<|T|<oo;

where p is a suitably chosen integer and the determinant of V(x) does not vanish

in the region r0 < \ x \ < co. Although V0 ¥= 0, it is admissible to have the deter-

minant of V0 equal to zero.

Birkhoff does demonstrate in [1] that the desired reduction of (1) to form

(4) with s = q + 1 can be brought about by a suitable transformation of type

(23), provided:

(i) that the characteristic roots of A0 are all distinct and provided

(ii) that the characteristic roots of J are also all distinct.

As will presently be shown, proviso (ii) is superfluous. Birkhoff indicates this is

possibly the case, but gives almost no details when J has multiple elementary

divisors.

In the event that proviso (i) is not fulfilled, the author has attempted to show

that form (4) with s = q + 1 can be reached by a transformation of type (23)

when fractional powers of x do not appear in the asymptotic solutions of (1),

but has failed in the more general cases mainly because a suitable modification

of Birkhoff's scheme for annulling certain polynomial coefficients has not been

found (see [1, pp. 45ÍM52]).
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With these preliminary remarks out of the way, we come to

Theorem III. // the characteristic roots of A0 are distinct, there exists a

transformation of type (23) which will reduce equation (1) to the canonical form

(25) x^ = P(x)Y,

where the elements in the square matrix P(x) are polynomials in x of degree

at most ¿7 + 1.

If q ^ - 2, the point at x = oo is a regular point for equation (1) and the proof

of Theorem III is trivial, for advantage can be taken of the fact that a convergent

solution of the form

Xf(x) = I+Ï Xk/xk
* = i

exists for equation (1) and therefore a transformation X = Xf(x)Ywill reduce (1)

at once to the form dY/dx = 0.

Similarly, when q *■ — 1, the point t = co is a regular singular point and

equation (1) is known to have a fundamental solution of the form

Xf(x) = Vx(x) || ¿0exp{(pi/i+ Jf)log x} ||,

where Vx(x) has precisely the structure and properties attributed to matrix V(x)

in (23) (see [9]). Therefore a transformation X = Vx(x)Y will reduce equation

(1) to the form

T 1F==II^MÍ« + J*)ly    (Uj = L-,m),

making it evident Theorem III is correct when q = - 1. Here each p¡ is a constant;

the 8tj is a Kronecker delta; the I¡ denotes an identity matrix of appropriate

order and J¡ is likewise a square matrix of the same order as 1¡. Moreover every

element in J¡ is zero except on the first subdiagonal, where 1 's or 0' s or a mixture

of ones and zeros appear.

In the proof of Theorem III, which is about to be given, we can therefore

presume ¿7 ̂ 0. Rather than repeat at this juncture in a new notation, pp. 438-451

of Birkhoff's analysis [1], we here summarize the essential facts established by

Birkhoff which will enable us to proceed :

(a) If in (1) the roots of A0 are distinct, equation (1) possesses a fundamental

formal series solution

(26) X(x) = U(x)H(x),

where
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(27) Uix) =  I UJx

and

k=0

(28) //(t) = I <50exp pj>4+1log x + y Pi,q_kxk+1/ik + 1)
I fc=0 I

In (28) the element in the ith row and jth column of H is exhibited. The p's with

subscripts are suitably chosen constants and in particular the pl0 (i = 1, •■■,«),

are the n distinct characteristic roots of A0. The Uk in (27) are appropriate constant

matrices and in particular the determinant of U0 is not zero.

(b) There exists a transformation of type (23) which will reduce equation (1)

to the form

(29) TiI=ô(T)Y

where the elements in Q(t) are polynomials and (29) possesses a formal series

solution

(30) F(t) = /){t0",-,tc,"}T(t)//(t),

where the integers at, •••,<*„ are so ordered that

«1 ^ Ä2 = " " = an = 0

and formally

•F(t)«  Z^r*.
k = 0

The y¥k denote constant matrices and the determinant of ¥(, is not zero.

(c) Moreover, if we exhibit the individual polynomials in Q by writing

ßto = || «oto II       (U = l,-,n),

the maximum possible degree of the polynomial qt/x) is iq + 1 + a¡ — af) and,

if this quantity is negative, then q¡jix)= 0.

If by chance at = a„, the proof of Theorem III is complete. If at < a„, Birkhoff

at this point invoked the hypothesis that the roots of J are distinct and began

annulling coefficients of certain terms in the polynomials q¡jix) involving low

powers of t. To free ourselves from the hypothesis concerning the roots of J we

introduce a new procedure for annulling coefficients of certain high powers oft

by means of transformations of type (23), which step by step will bring at closer

and closer to an, finally making ax = a„ and thus proving Theorem III.
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We begin by applying to (29) a shearing transformation

(31) Y=D{x*l,-,x"n}W

to obtain a new equation

dW
(32) x — = R(x)W

dxl

with a formal solution W = ^(x)H(x), where, if we write R(x) = || ru(x) ||,then

(33)
«+1

,/T)-      Z (ij-l.—.n),'
k-aj-at

and the r,Jk are constants. Here and in future formulas, if a summation becomes

meaningless (for instance in (33) the a. ¡—a, > q + l), it is understood the sum-

mation is to be replaced by a zero.

Since formally

r(x)/t= ^w~x = ^v-l + *r Çi/r'y-1
dx dx dx

and

TAT'-
or

«+i

iu Eft,
k=0

«-*+!'

It is evident that the lead matrix in R, namely

(34) Vu - I rV*+i II = *o 1 V«. II To"l.

Therefore the characteristic roots pi0 of the matrix Rs+1 are the same as the

roots of A0 and so by hypothesis these roots are all distinct.

There is no loss in generality at this stage, if we assume, as we shall, that in (33)

the riJ<q+1 = 0 if ¡' > j and r(i><! + 1 = pi0 for i = l,—,n; for, if this were not the

case, we would apply a preliminary transformation of the form

(35) IV =

1     0     0

c21  1     0

0

1-31    ^32

'-nl    un2

1

L»,n-1

0

1

to equation (32) to bring about the desired simplification in R4+1. For details

relating to the choice of the constants refer to R. Bellman [10, pp. 21-22]. In

particular c21,---,cnl are so chosen that
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(36)
(K4+i-Pi0Z) '21 = o,

and p10 is any one of the roots of A0 which is not a characteristic root of the

(« — l)th ordered matrix formed by erasing the first row and first column in

Rî+1. There is at least one such root p10, for an (n - l)-ordered matrix can

not have « distinct roots.

It should be particularly emphasized that transformation (35) will not induce

terms into the new equation in Z of lower degree in x than indicated in (33);

i.e., the r,jt9+1 in (33) for i > j can be annulled by (35) without changing the

lower index of summation (a,- — a,).

Although ax,---,a„ by hypothesis are not all alike, many a's may be equal.

This fact will be taken into account by supposing that

a, =a2 = ■•• = avi = ßt;

avi + l = avi+2 = "■ = avi + v2 = P2>

(37)

*Vl +V2+... + Vm- 1 + 1 ' — avi + ... + vm — an — ßm',

ßx<ß2< - < ßm and vx + v2 + - + vm = n.

With the inequalities (37) in mind, the n by n matrix R is rewritten in a matrix

block form, so that it has the structure

(38) R(x)=\\RiJ(x)\\     (U=l,-,m),

where the R,v are no longer elements of R, but submatrices, such that Rfj- has v¡

rows and v,- columns. Furthermore

(39)

and

(40)

Riy(T)=     Z    RiJkxk      ifigj
k'ßj-ß,

RtJ(x)=    Z   Rmx*      ifi>j,
k=ßj-ßi

where the RiJk are appropriate constant matrices and in particular Riij4+1 has

zero elements below the main diagonal and distinct characteristic roots run down

the  various  main  diagonals, for   i = l,.--,m.
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Indeed we would like to continue the process of annulling elements below

the main diagonal using transformations of type (23) and finally obtain an equation

of type (32) where (39) holds if i ^j and

(41) Riji*) = "   E   JRiJkxk      ifi>j.
k=ßj-ßi

Once a system (32), (39), (41) has been reached, the proof of Theorem III is

essentially complete, for a transformation

W=D{x--1Iy,x"-2I2,-,Xlm_y,Im}W3,

where the identity matrix I¡ (¿ = \,---,m) has v¡ rows, is made and system (32),

(39), (41) turns into a new equation of the same type we had in (32), (39), (40),

but with one important improvement. The new ßt is equal to the old ßt plus

im — i) (i' = l,..-,m) i.e., the new ß's and new a's are more nearly alike.

The procedure here outlined could then be repeated, for the characteristic roots

p;o associated with the old and new equations remain unchanged and distinct

since q ^ 0. Thus in a finite number of steps a, would become equal to an and

the proof of Theorem III would be complete.

Let us therefore backtrack to make sure the desired reduction to (41) can be

carried out. Already (41) is satisfied if (i— /)■= 1; see (40). To carry out an

induction suppose that transformations of type (23) have been carried out and

(39) holds with all elements in Riiiq+y zero below the main diagonal and the

distinct characteristic roots are still running down the main diagonals, for i = 1,

••.,m. Also suppose that

«+1-I+J

(42) R(,(t)=      S     RiJkxk
k=ßj-Pt

when i — j = l,---,p < m - 1 and that

(43) ä;,.(t)=   1'V
k=p,-ß,

for i —j = p + l,"-,m — 1.

To push forward the reduction, replace the block structure of R indicated in

(38) by the cruder block structure

(44) * = 11^/01 (U = 1,2,3),

where the square submatrices &llt ®22, and ^33 have the respective orders

Vi,(v3■+ v9 + — + v„+1) and (vß+2 + — +vj. Also  ®12  has   Vy   rows  and

(v2 + ••• + vp+y) columns, etc.

A transformation
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w =
h
0

0     0

I2   0

Cx-"  0     U

wA,

where the identity matrix I, (i = 1, 2, 3) is of the same order as matrix £%„ in

(44), is applied to (32) to obtain a new equation

(45)
dW4 S,j(x)\

WA (¡J = 1,2,3).

(46)

dx x

A computation will show that

Sij(x)   = «,/t) (i = l,2;   j = 2,3);¡

Sn(x)  = âê,y(x) + ât,3(x)C/x»        (i = l,2);

S3j(r) = @3j(x) - a%yj(x)/x"       0 = 2,3);

S31W   =   ^3l(T) + {^33(t)C-C^u(T)}/T"-C^13(T)C/T2" + pC/T''.

The C can and will be so chosen that in S31(x) the terms to the highest power

of x (i.e., x to the power q + 1 - p) cancel out.

This possibility is based on

Lemma I. A matrix equation of the form

(47) AX-XB = C

for given matrices A, B, C always has a unique solution X if A and B have

no common characteristic root.

For a proof of this lemma, see reference [11]. It is understood in (47) that if

the square matrix A has m rows and the square matrix B has n rows, the matrices X

and C each have m rows and n columns.

The various equations in (46) can then be used to verify that the new equation

(45) has precisely the same form as the old equation (32), where, after changing

S's into R's, the new block matrices R¡/t) satisfy (39), (42) and (43) and fur-

thermore because of the judicious choice of C the new

(48) ä;.,,+i-m = 0   for   « = u + 2,p4-3,--,m.

It is particularly important to check here the fact, as one can easily do using

(46), that the upper indices of summation on the Z 's in the formulas describing

the new RtJ have not become larger than here stated and that the lower indices of

summation are not below the values here specified and that the characteristic

roots p,o have not been disturbed.
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To complete the reduction, let it be assumed that at this stage in the analysis

we are dealing with an equation (32) where the R¡j satisfy not only (39), (42)

and (43), but that when j = 1,2, ••-,«, where « is some particular integer on the

range !,■••,m — u — 2, then also

(49) "ij,q+l-ll — 0 for i = p +j + 1, ■••,«!.

To carry the annulling one step further and get an equation of type (32) where

not only (39), (42), (43) and (49) are satisfied, but also where

(50) R
i,ï/+ 1 ,q+ 1 — p

0     for i = p + n + 2,---,m,

first split the matrix R in (32) into the cruder block form

(51) R=\\%j(x)\\        (¿J-1,-,4),

where the square matrix $Rn has (vt + v2 + ••■ + v,) rows; the square matrix

9î22 has v„+i rows, 9î33 has (v,+2 + v„+3 + ••• + vp+n+x) rows and an equal

number of columns and 5R44 has (vp+n+2 + ••• + vm) rows and a like number

of columns, etc.

Then make a transformation of the form

(52) W =

Ix 0 0 0
0 I2 0 0

0 0 /3 0

0 Ct_" 0 /4

W5,

where the identity matrix I¡  (i = l,---,4)  has the same number of rows and

columns as the 5R;¡ in (51). This converts (32) into a new equation of the form

(53)
dWs

~d~x~
W, (i,j=L-,A).

Formulas analogous to (46) are easily found expressing the new S¡j matrices

in (53) in terms of the %j in (51) and again it is not difficult to verify that the

constant matrix C in (52) can and will be so chosen that not only does the new

equation (53) have structure (32), but also that, when in this equation the S's are

replaced by R's and the resultant finer R,7 block structure is considered, it will

satisfy all the desired relations (39), (42), (43), (48), (49), and (50).

The procedure thus outlined, with « increased a unit each time, can therefore

be repeated, always using transformations of type (23) and each time modifying

(32) more and more until not only (39), (42), (43) and (48) are satisfied, but also

(49) with n = m — p — 1. At this stage one notices that not only are the relations

(32), (39), (42), (43) satisfied, but also the same relations are now satisfied when

in these formulas p is replaced by p + 1.

The process then moves forward with increasing p until p has become equal
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to (m — 1) and at this point the reduction is complete and Theorem III is dem-

onstrated as previously explained, since the Rtj in (32) at this juncture satisfy

(39) and (41).

4. A regular singular point. We now turn to the special case q = - 1 and

present

Theorem IV. If q = — 1 in equation (1), then there exists a transformation

of type (3) which will reduce (1) to a canonical form of type (4) where s = 1.

To prove Theorem IV it is convenient to shift the regular singular point at

x = co to the origin t = 0 by setting x = 1/i and absorb a minus sign in the constant

coefficients so that (1) takes the revised form

dX       °°
(58) t^-=y A/X.

at       v=0

At first we seek a transformation of the form

(59) X = Tit)Y,

where T possesses a convergent series representation

(60) T= I, Tvf,       where T0 = /,
v=0

which for some choice of the integer w, will convert (58) into a new equation

AY      w

(6i) t^-=yAvtx
at     v = o

where A0, Ay,---,AW in (58) are the same matrices as in (61). Any Tof the form

(60) will bring about this desired reduction of (58) to (61), provided Fis a solution

of the differential equation

dT      œ w

(62) t^-= zZAvfT-TlAvf.
at      v_o v=o

Proceeding temporarily in a formal fashion, let us substitute (60) into (62) and

equate coefficients of like powers of T to obtain the recurrence relations :

TyA0-iA0-I)Ty = 0;

r-l r-1

(63) TrA0 - (A - rI)Tr =   E AJr_v -  E Tr_A        (r = 2, -, w);
v=l v=l

TrA0 - ÍA - rl)Tr =   Ë ¿vTr_v -  E Tr_vAv + Ar (r > w).
v=l v=l
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It is evident that, for all sufficiently large values of r, the characteristic roots

of A0 will be distinct from the roots of (A0 — rl). To be more specific, suppose

that when r ^ r0 > 0 no root of A0 coincides with a root of (A0 — rl). Then

take w = r0 — 1 and this choice will guarantee there is a sequence of constant

matrices Ty, T2,--- satisfying system (63), for one takes

(64) Ty = rro_1=o

and then Tro, Tro+1,---are uniquely determined by the recurrence relations (63).

Thus at least a formal solution (60) has been found for equation (62).

In writing (63) it has been tacitly assumed that r0 — 1 = w ^ 2. If by chance

r0 — 1= w = 1, the second equation in (63) is to be omitted; set Ty = 0 and

T2,T3,--are then all uniquely determined in turn. When r0 —l = w = 0, omit

both the first and second equations in (63) and Tx, T2,--- are all determined in

turn by the third equation in (63). Hence in any case a formal series solution (60)

for equation (62) has been found.

Equation (62) does not have form (58), but can easily be made to take on a

structure analogous to (58) by introducing as the unknown vector

V =

rp(n)

where T0,is the jth column in matrix T. It is then apparent that this vector V

satisfies a differential equation of the form

(65)
ai v=n

where the indicated series in (65) converges for sufficiently small values of /.

The Bv could be expressed in terms of the elements in the Av matrices, but these

relations are not needed for present purposes. The important feature is that

since (58) has a formal matrix series solution of type (60), (65) also has a formal

vector  solution   of the  form

(66) v= Z vktk

But we know any formal vector solution of type (66) of equation (65) must ne-

cessarily converge for sufficiently small \t\. This in turn implies series (60) con-

verges and we have as a result

Lemma II. If for some positive integer r, no characteristic root of matrix

A0 in (58) is equal to a root of (A0 — rl) and this is also true for all larger
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integral values of r, then there exists a convergent transformation of type (59)

such that (59) will reduce (58) to the form

AY      r~1

(67) ill = y AfY,
dt      v=0

where the A0, •••,Ar^l in (58) and in (67) are the same respective matrices.

Returning to a general equation of type (58), there is no loss of generality in

assuming, as we shall, that A0 is in the Jordan classical canonical form. Matrix

A0 can then be written in a cruder form

Ao = ||<M"o||        ii,j = l,—,m),

where the characteristic roots have been so arranged that the differences between

the roots of Am and A]j0 are not integers if i # j. The roots of any particular

matrix Auo are either all alike or they may differ one from the other by integers.

Let the maximum difference between two roots of Aii0 be denoted by (rf — 1)

and let r = max{ry,---,rm}.

In reference [9] it is shown that a convergent transformation of type (59)

exists that will convert (68) into a new equation of the form

AY     ii      r_1 °° ii

(68) ili= ¡StJ E   AHy+y   AiJvt*\\Y.
at        «      v=0 v=r "

But according to Lemma II an appropriate convergent transformation of type

(59) will obliterate the second summation in (68) without changing the terms

in the first summation. The resulting modified form of (68) with the second

summation missing will be equivalent to m separate matrix equations because

of the diagonal block structure of the modified form of (68).

In short there is no loss in generality in confining the analysis to equations of

type (58) where A0 is not only in Jordan form, but also the roots of A0 are alike

or differ by integers. It has been shown in reference [9] that with such a lead

matrix A0 there will be a transformation of type (60) which will further reduce

the equation under consideration to the form

A7      ll °°
(69) t %- =    ¿í,(pí/¡ + JO + Ktft) +   E      B0./

where

(70) Pi = Pm + k¡    for i = l,-..,m

and the integers k¡ are so ordered that

(71) ky>k2>->k^, = 0.

Z,
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Also

(72) Rf/0 = o if i à/;

(73) K¡j(t) = Bi/'-kj    ifi<j,

and all the By's are appropriate constant matrices. The infinite series in (69)

converges for sufficiently small |<|.

It will now be shown, that, given an equation of type (69) with the roots p¡

satisfying (70) and (71), there will be associated with (69) another equation

(74) í^ = ||c5iJ.(p¡/i + Ji) + íCi,||Z        (¿ = l,-,m),

where

(75) Ci; = 0       if i > j ;       Cxx=0;       and C„ = yj,,

and a transformation of type (59), namely

(76) X=\\oijIi + Qij(t)¡Y,

where

Qij(t) = 0      ifi>j;       ßxl(i) = 0

and

(77) QlV(0=   Z   Qitlt"      ifiúj,
v = l

such that transformation (76) will reduce (74) to an equation of the form

dY TO II
(78) t— =   ôij(piIi + Ji) + Kij(t)+    Z     Q,/   F,

"' v=fci+l

where the infinite series in this equation converges for sufficiently small values

\t\; Cllv = 0 and Cijv = 0 if i >j and v = kx + l,kx+ 2, •••. In (75) the y¡ is a

nonzero scalar parameter, which eventually will be set equal to i.

By virtue of Lemma II the Bijv in (69) and the Cijy in (78) can be eliminated

without affecting the other terms in these two equations by means of transformations

of type (59). In this way the two equations (69) and (78) can be modified and

made identical. Since inverses and products of matrices of type (60) are also of

type (60), we see (69) can be reduced to an equation of form (74) by a transfor-

mation of type (59) and thus Theorem IV will be demonstrated, provided the

aforementioned reduction of (75) to (78) can be carried out. To examine this

possibility, substitute (76) into (74) and compute the resulting coefficient matrix

of Fin the new equation thus obtained. Then equate this coefficient matrix to the

coefficient matrix of F indicated in (78). Having done this, multiply on the left
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both sides of the resulting equation by the matrix || ô,jl, + Q,j(t) || and compare

coefficients of like powers of í on both sides of the resulting equation.

It will be found, first of all, one must select the Qiiv's so that

(79) Qiix + QuiJi - JiQui = C„        (i = 2,-,m)

and

(80) rQur + QtoJ,- Juur = C,Ûu.r-i       (i = 2,-,m;r = 2,-,fc),

where in formulas (80) through (88) a A: is being written in place ofky.

Also for i = l,---,m; j = 2,---,m and i <j we must be able to select the con-

stant matrices C,v and QiJv so that in the equation

fc¡Z  QijS + Jii  Qijvtv+ Z    Z  C;,Q,,vív+14-íC;,
v=l v=l „=,    v=y

(81) -*, Z  ßy/4- Z  QtjSJj + Btjtk<-k>+   Z  vQ,jvf
v=l v=l v=l

J-l    k

+   Z    Z  Qi„vB„j?+ki ~kj + terms of degree (kx + 1) and higher in t,
ij =i  v - 1

the coefficients of like powers of î on both sides of (81)are the same for t, t2,---,tk.

If the C,j and Q,Jv can be so selected as to meet these conditions the desired

reduction can be carried out.

The presence in these formulas of the J¡'s is a complicating feature. An artifice

will be introduced that will in effect make the influence of the J, matrices negligible.

It will be assumed, without loss of generality, that in every matrix

J, (i = l,---,m) in (69) and in all our subsequent equations the l's running down

the first subdiagonal of each J, have all been replaced by e's, where e is an arbi-

trarily small positive quantity. This assumption in effect means that a preliminary

transformation

(82) Z = D(En-1,E"-2,-,E,l)W

has been applied to (69). Since we want to keep e a free variable, one should

note that transformation (82) the roots p, in (69) remain unchanged and inde-

pendent of e, while the matrices Bijv become continuous functions of e.

With the new meaning of the symbol J, in mind, turn to equations (79) and (80)

and note that since C„ = y,I„ QiiX is uniquely determined by (79) by virtue of

Lemma I. Moreover

(83) limQ,iX=y,I, (i = 2,-,m).
c-»0

Likewise in turn Q,„2,--,Q/,,k are computed from (80) and
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(84) Mm Qiir=yrili/r\        (r = l,-,k; i = 2, -,m).
£-0

Temporarily assume k — k2 # 1 and set

(85) ö«.*-*,-0.

Then in (81) let i = 1 and j = 2 and equate coefficients of like powers of i*"*2

to find that

)86) Cy2Q22k_kl^y=By2.

By choosing e small enough, it is clear from (83) and (84) there is no danger of

Ô22,*-*2-i being a singular matrix. Therefore C12 is uniquely determined by (86).

Keeping i—\ and j = 2 in (81) next equate coefficients of t and one finds

87) kQy2y   4- JyQy2y  + Cy2 = Qy2yJ 2 + Ôl21   + fc2fil21

and (87) uniquely determines 6121- Likewise if r _ 2, r ^ k, and r^k — k2,

(88) feßi2r + JyQ12r + Ci2Q22^y = Q12rJ, + rQ12r + k2Q12r

and from (88) the unknowns Qi22, Ôi23> •■»6i2fc are computed in turn.

In the special case where k — k2 = 1, take

(89) ßi2i=0       and C12 = B12

and again the remaining matrices Q122, ••>6i2t are computed in turn from

equation (88).

We are ready to set i = 2 and j = 3 in (81) and equate coefficients of like powers

of t. One finds, if k2 — k3 # 1, that

(90) fc2e231 + ^20231 + C23 = k3Q231 + 0231^3 + 0231!

and

(91) k2Q23r + J2Q23r + C22Q23¡r_y + C23Ö33,r-l = k3Ö23r + ö23r ^3 + rß23r

for r = 2, •••, k2 — k3 — 1. Setting

Ô23,*2-*3 = 0j

one also finds

(92) C-22Ô23,i2-*3-l + ^23033,*2-fc3-l = ^23-

The situation has become more involved. First, one solves (90) for Q231 and

the elements in Q23i will then be given as certain linear combinations of the

elements in C23. The elements of C23 are as yet undetermined. Then, one solves

(91) in turn for Q232, then Q233, and so on finally obtaining the elements in

Ô23,*2-*3-i expressed as linear combinations of the elements in C23. This brings
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us then to the crucial equation (92), where we must be sure one can solve for

the elements in C23.

To see there certainly will be a unique solution of (92) when e is chosen small

enough, consider the equation

(93) 6(1) = MD + C/(l - ft),

where n is any positive integer greater than one, and the equations

(94) Qir) = yQ{r~l)_€l£_+ JVM
K    ' VK) r-h (r-1) !(n-r)        [ >'

where r = 2,•••,/» — 1; y and p are positive constants; N(l) is a known matrix

independent of C and N(r) is some known matrix function of r which is also

independent of C.

An  evaluation  of

(95) m = yQih - 1) + Cph~ l/(h -1) !

is needed. To this end compute 6(2), Qi3),---,Qih — 1) in succession and sub-

stitute the result found for Q(h - 1) in (95).

For instance one finds

(96) 6(2) = {N(2) + y/V(l)/(2 - ft)} + C{y + pH - ft)}/(2 - ñ)(l - ft),

and without difficulty one obtains

(97) M = Çl + Cip-y)h-1/ih-\)\,

where P. denotes a known matrix which is independent of C. For present purposes

nothing more need be known about the Q, matrix.

As the procedure here described is carried forward, we will need to use (93),

(94) and (97) when

h = k¡- kj; C = Cy; y = y¡; p = y¡

and in each instance one must be sure

ÍP-y) = (fj - yd # 0       when i < j;

so we set y¡ = i for i — 2,---,m.

Let us return to system (90)-(91) and set e = 0, (i.e., assume by chance the

J's are all identically zero). System (90)-(91) then turns into system (93)-(94)

with

Qif) = Q23r, C = C23, y = y2, p = y3

and h = k2- k3. In this instance all JV 's and P_ are zero. The left member of (92)

becomes the 3& given in (97) and it is at once clear one can solve for C = C23,

provided e=0. But the continuity of the elements in our matrices as functions of
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£ guarantees that (92) uniquely determines C23 even if e is not zero, provided

the e is chosen small enough.

Thus with C23 determined, the ß231, ß232, •••, ß23,*2-*3-i likewise become

determined and there is no further difficulty in computing Q23,ki-k3+i,'",0.23k

in turn by equating coefficients of the respective powers of t 2 ,•••, t   in

(81) with i = 2 and j = 3.

In the special case when k2 — k3 — 1, set ß231 =0 and then C23,ß232,---,ß23fc

can easily be computed, one after the other in the order listed.

The process of evaluating the C,/s and ß,jV's then moves forward step by step.

Next comes the evaluation of C34 and the ß34v for v = !,•••,k. One moves in

this way down the first superdiagonal until all the Cy and QiJv for i +1 =j have

been evaluated; then one begins on the second superdiagonal, where i + 2 = j and

evaluates the C13 and the ßl3v's and so moves on down the second superdiagonal

to the right. Then comes the third superdiagonal and we work from top down

to the right, etc.

As we move ahead in each instance set

Qij,k,-kj = 0       for i = 2,---,m;j = 3,--,m; i<j.

Since the computations at each stage are analogous to those already described

save that nonzero iV's and fi's may appear, no details need be given.

Thus all the C¡/s and ßijv's can be evaluated in turn and Theorem IV is proved.

5. Summary. In §2 the source of G. D. Birkhoff's error has been pointed out.

It is found that the s in (4) is (q + 1) if and only if the £¡'s, (i = a + l,---,ß), are

not present in the monodromic matrix (7) or, if the £¡'s are present, in the cor-

responding matrices K¡ the a,/s are so ordered that (22) is satisfied.

Birkhoff's original reduction theorem has been extended in §3 by dropping

one of his two hypotheses.

The special case q = — 1 is treated in full detail in §4 and the lowest possible

value for s is obtained.

When ¿? 2; 0, the author would have liked to have determined the minimal

value of s in (4) that can be obtained by using transformations of not only types

(3) and (23), but also for a more general type of nonsingular transformation,

where in (24) it would be admissible to replace x by a fractional power of x.

However to-date he has not been able to obtain such general results.
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